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013.07.0Abstract The task assignment problem of multiple heterogeneous unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), concerned with cooperative decision making and control, is studied in this paper. The
heterogeneous vehicles have different operational capabilities and kinematic constraints, and carry
limited resources (e.g., weapons) onboard. They are designated to perform multiple consecutive
tasks cooperatively on multiple ground targets. The problem becomes much more complicated
because of these terms of heterogeneity. In order to tackle the challenge, we modify the former
genetic algorithm with multi-type genes to stochastically search a best solution. Genes of chromo-
somes are different, and they are assorted into several types according to the tasks that must be
performed on targets. Different types of genes are processed speciﬁcally in the improved genetic
operators including initialization, crossover, and mutation. We also present a mirror representation
of vehicles to deal with the limited resource constraint. Feasible chromosomes that vehicles could
perform tasks using their limited resources under the assignment are created and evolved by genetic
operators. The effect of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated in numerical simulations. The
results show that it effectively provides good feasible solutions and ﬁnds an optimal one.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been developed
for decades and attract much research interest. As their68912407.
.com (Q. Deng), jianqiao@
orial Committee of CJA.
g by Elsevier
ing by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of C
09quick growth in onboard systems and great advantages in
operations, they are being increasingly used in military and
civilian domains.1 However, for their limitations in sizes and
capabilities, future generations of UAVs should work as a
team.2 Cooperative control of multiple UAVs that autono-
mously accomplish missions has been an emerging issue since
the 21st century. Cooperation of multiple UAVs as a team will
enable new operational paradigms and get higher team perfor-
mance. However, some great challenges arise. The problem of
cooperative multiple task assignment3–8 is a crucial one. Task
assignment minimizes total performing cost or maximizes team
performance. The general form is to assign a number of agents
to perform a number of tasks on targets. Each agent can beSAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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secutive tasks to be performed on. One of the main challenges
is computational complexity.5 Problem size, task coupling, and
time constraint are three basic attributes.6–8
Moreover, there is a much more challenging complexity,
that is, heterogeneity1,9 must be treated specially. In practical
applications, varieties of vehicles may be needed. Firstly, dif-
ferent UAV platforms are considered. The UAV team may
contain ﬁxed-wing aircraft, helicopters, or airships, each of
which has its speciﬁc kinematic and functional characteristics.
Secondly, operational capabilities of UAVs may not be
unique. For example, some vehicles may be functional for
surveillance tasks while others for attack tasks. With limited
and unequal resources (e.g., munitions), distinct vehicles
are suitable for distinct tasks. Great beneﬁts would result from
cooperation of multiple heterogeneous UAVs because of the
complementary advantages among vehicles.
In recent years the task assignment problem has been pre-
sented as a combinatorial optimization problem10 that is gen-
eralized as the cooperative multiple task assignment problem
(CMTAP)5,7 associated with cooperation of multiple ﬁxed-
wing UAVs autonomously performing multiple tasks on multi-
ple targets. As mentioned previously, it is very complicated
and belongs to NP-hard problems.5,10,11 Several cooperative
decision and control algorithms have been developed for solv-
ing the CMTAP, such as the network ﬂow optimization meth-
od,12,13 mixed integer linear programming (MILP),14–16 and
genetic algorithm (GA).9,17–20 Integer decision variables and
continuous variables are involved in these customized combi-
natorial optimization methods. As a heuristic stochastic search
algorithm, GA has much more potential to ﬁnd a good solu-
tion of the CMTAP due to its prohibitive computational
complexity.5,11
However, as former GAs9,17–20 are essentially designed for
homogeneous UAVs, heterogeneity and limited resource con-
straint are not dealt with well yet. In Ref.18, the number of
weapons onboard each homogeneous vehicle is limited. As
weapons are depleted, UAVs become heterogeneous, but het-
erogeneity and limitation of resources are not presented in
the genetic operators. Then the heterogeneous CMTAP is
studied in Ref.9, while limitation of resources is not considered
and the heterogeneous CMTAP is not treated essentially. The
common point is that, genes have no difference so that they
cannot deal with heterogeneity of either targets or UAVs. In
this paper, these issues of heterogeneity and limited resources
are both considered.
In order to process the challenge brought by multiple heter-
ogeneous UAVs, we propose a methodology of multi-type
genes to modify GA by the inspiration of genetic engineering
and biotechnology. It’s known that chromosomes of human
consist of many heterogeneous genes which are speciﬁcally
functional. Why not use this idea in GA?
The most critical part of solving the heterogeneous CMTAP
is to express speciﬁc demands of different tasks on targets and
heterogeneity of UAVs. Compared to former GAs, in our work
genes of chromosomes are distinct according to tasks that need
to be performed on all targets, and then chromosomes are en-
coded to distinguish the designation of heterogeneous vehicles.
Moreover, a method of mirror representation of UAVs is used
to express the properties of UAVs’ limited resources. Hence,
the resource information of the UAV team is stored andupdated in real-time. With this strategy, genetic operators are
redesigned to process distinct types of genes speciﬁcally, that
is, GA is modiﬁed for the heterogeneous CMTAP.
2. Problem formulation
In this section a formulation of the heterogeneous CMTAP is
presented through describing targets, tasks, and UAVs. It ex-
tends the work of Refs.9,18. The problem is considered for sce-
narios where multiple heterogeneous UAVs are allocated to
perform a set of predeﬁned tasks on known ground targets.
The vehicle team contains a group of ﬁxed-wing UAVs with
limited resources (e.g., onboard weapons) and different opera-
tional capabilities and kinematic constraints.
2.1. Targets and tasks
Two types of targets are considered as examples, one of less
importance or lightly armored needs a single attack and the
other of more importance or heavily armored needs two simul-
taneous attacks from two separate UAVs. Let
Tall ¼ fT1;T2; . . . ;TNTgg ð1Þ
be the set of NTg stationary ground targets containing two
types, with known positions. These targets are designated to
the UAV team. Three consecutive tasks are predeﬁned on tar-
gets. The task set MT of target T 2 Tall is a subset of the com-
plete task set M, that is
MT#M ¼ fC;A;Vg ð2Þ
where C, A, and V denote classify, attack, and verify, respec-
tively. The tasksC andV are both surveillance tasks. According
to the target type, there are two kinds of A, i.e., single attack As
and double simultaneous attacks Ad. Ad consists of two attack
tasks which should be performed by two distinct vehicles. It
should be noted that there is a precedence requirement. A target
cannot be attacked before being classiﬁed and must be veriﬁed
after being attacked. If a target needs double simultaneous at-
tacks, these attacks should be performed simultaneously.
Let NmT denote the number of tasks that need to be per-
formed on target T 2 Tall, so that NmT ¼ kMTk, which is the
cardinality of MT. Each task must be performed only once ex-
cept for Ad that is performed twice. Hence, the number of all
tasks that should be performed by UAVs throughout the sce-
nario is
Nall ¼
X
T2Tall
NmT ð3Þ
If there are Ntc targets needing the C task, Ntv targets needing
the V task, Nas targets needing the single attack task, and Nad
targets needing the double simultaneous attacks, Ntc, Ntv, Nas,
Nad 2 [0, NTg] are integers and Nas + Nad 6 NTg; so that the
total number of surveillance tasks Nts and the total number
of attack tasks Nta are
Nts ¼ Ntc þNtv
Nta ¼ Nas þ 2Nad
Nall ¼ Nts þNta
8><
>: ð4Þ
For scenarios involving heterogeneous UAVs, different vehi-
cles have different operational capabilities and performances.
1240 Q. Deng et al.It is important to make tasks distinguished and ensure execut-
able task sequences are allocated to vehicles.
2.2. Vehicles
The heterogeneous UAVs with limited resources of onboard
weapons are deﬁned. Two types of capabilities are used to
specify vehicle specialties, but other capabilities could be used
easily. They are surveillance and attack.9 A vehicle with capa-
bility of surveillance could perform surveillance tasks, i.e., clas-
siﬁcation and veriﬁcation tasks, while vehicles with capability
of attack could perform attack tasks, i.e., single attack and
double simultaneous attacks. Moreover, each vehicle with
the attack capability only has a limited number of weapons on-
board. That is, there are a maximum number of attack tasks
assigned to a vehicle with attack capability. After weapons
are depleted, that vehicle can no longer be assigned attack
tasks and then be useless or changed into a UAV of other type.
According to whether a vehicle has surveillance or attack
capability, we discuss three vehicle specialties,9 which are com-
bat UAV, surveillance UAV, and munition UAV. A combat
UAV has both surveillance and attack capabilities, which
makes it capable of performing all tasks in the setM. A surveil-
lance UAV has the capability of surveillance, and can perform
surveillance tasks, i.e., classiﬁcation and veriﬁcation tasks. A
munition UAV which has the capability of attack can be as-
signed attack tasks. All UAVs with attack capability have lim-
ited weapons onboard. If a combat UAV uses up its weapons, it
becomes a surveillance UAV, and hence can only perform sur-
veillance tasks. While a munition UAV uses up its weapons, it
can no longer be assigned tasks, and perhaps should return to
base. The three UAV specialties are shown in Table 1.
Let
Uall ¼ fUt1;Ut2; . . . ;UtNvg ð5Þ
be the set of Nv cooperating heterogeneous ﬁxed-wing UAVs.
In Eq. (5), t denotes the type of UAVs, and could be ‘‘c’’––
combat, ‘‘s’’ –– surveillance, or ‘‘m’’ –– munition. Each vehicle
is subjected to its speciﬁc kinematic constraints. We use the
Dubins Car model6,21,22 for motion planning. The conﬁgura-
tion of vehicles can be deﬁned by three states:
q ¼ ðx; y;wÞ ð6Þ
where (x, y) is the UAV’s horizontal coordinate in a Cartesian
inertial reference frame, and w the heading angle of the vehicle.
For UAV u, the equations of motion are as follows:
_x ¼ vu cosw
_y ¼ vu sinw
_w ¼ cvu=qumin
8><
>: ð7Þ
where vu is the constant speed of vehicle u, qumin the minimum
turning radius, and c the steering command such that jcj 6 1.
The induced path, Dubins path, is used for path generation.Table 1 UAV specialties.
No. Type Capability Task
1 Combat Surveillance and attack {C, A, V}
2 Surveillance Surveillance {C, V}
3 Munition Attack {A}We adopt the deﬁnitions of heading angle discretization of
w and graph representation of the CMTAP in Ref.9. Some ba-
sic statements are extracted in Eq. (8). For more details, refer
to the excellent work in Ref.9.
H ¼ fw/jw/ ¼ 2p/=Nw;/ ¼ 0; 1;    ;Nw  1g
VTg ¼ fðTi;wjÞji ¼ 1; 2;    ;NTg; j ¼ 1; 2;    ;Nwg
N1 ¼ kVTgk ¼ NTgNw
VU ¼ fðUs1;w1;0Þ; ðUs2;w2;0Þ;    ; ðUsNv ;wNv ;0Þg
V ¼ VTg [ VU
N2 ¼ kVk ¼ Nv þNTgNw
Eg ¼ fðvi; vjÞjvi 2 V; vj 2 VTgg
NE ¼ kEgk ¼ NTgNwðNv þNTgNwÞ
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð8Þ
where positive integer Nw deﬁnes the desired heading angle res-
olution, H the heading angle discretization set, VTg the set of
vertices standing for positions of targets and vehicles’ spatial
conﬁgurations approaching the target, N1 the cardinality of
VTg, VU the set of vertices that represent UAVs’ initial poses,
N2 the number of all vertices in the graph, Eg the set of direc-
ted edge connecting a node in V to a node in VTg, NE the car-
dinality of Eg.
In addition, for the sake of simplicity, we have four basic
assumptions that (1) UAVs are survivable and cannot be de-
stroyed while performing tasks; (2) UAVs ﬂy at separate alti-
tudes so that have collision-free paths; (3) fuel is enough for
every vehicle; (4) there are limited but enough resources (e.g.,
weapons) onboard the UAV team to perform all tasks.
2.3. Combinatorial optimization problem
The task assignment problem is described as a combinatorial
optimization problem. Each assignment that allocates multiple
vehicles to perform multiple tasks on multiple targets is a fea-
sible solution. We choose the execution time that the mission
takes to be accomplished as the objective function to be
minimized,
J ¼ max
u2Uall
XN2
i¼1
XN1
j¼1
X3
k¼1
Xu;kðvi ;vjÞw
k
ðvi ;vjÞ
( )
ð9Þ
where (vi, vj) (i= 1, 2, . . ., N2, j= 1, 2, . . ., N1) denotes the di-
rected edge of the optimization graph. wkðvi ;vjÞ is the cost of vehi-
cle u performing task k under the guidance of the edge. We
choose the task cost time, which is the time interval between
the time of a UAV leaving the former node and the ﬁnishing
time of the current node, as the cost. Xu;kðvi ;vjÞ is a binary decision
variable, i.e.,
Xu;kðvi ;vjÞ 2 f0; 1g ð10Þ
where Xu;kðvi ;vjÞ=1 means that the edge e= (vi, vj) is followed by
vehicle u 2 Uall to perform task k, k= 1 corresponds to classify
tasks, k= 2 attack tasks, and k= 3 verify tasks; otherwise, 0.
There are four constraints that should be satisﬁed in this
problem.
The ﬁrst constraint is
XNv
u¼1
XN2
i¼1
XNw1
l¼0
X3
k¼1
Xu;kðvi ;ðT;wlÞÞ ¼ NmT ; 8T 2 Tall ð11Þ
Eq. (11) ensures that every task of target T must be performed
once. The second constraint is
Fig. 1 Flow chart of GA.
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is the connected path of vehicle 8u 2 Uall
ð12Þ
The third constraint is
tC 6 tAs  tV
tC 6 tAd1 ¼ tAd2  tV

ð13Þ
where tm (m= C, A, V) is the cumulative task time of a target
from the start time to the time of being performed by a vehicle.
The ﬁrst equation is for targets that need single attack, and the
second equation is for targets that need double simultaneous
attacks. For simplicity, we set all vehicles start at the same time
to perform tasks.
The last and core constraint of this paper is the limited re-
sources, e.g., weapons, that is
XN2
i¼1
XN1
j¼1
Xu;2ðvi ;vjÞ  nau; 8u 2 Uall ð14Þ
where Xu;2ðvi ;vjÞ refers to the assignment of vehicle u to perform an
attack task, and nau is the limitation of weapons. For surveil-
lance vehicles, nau ¼ 0 as they have no weapon onboard.
The objective function (Eq. (9)) and constraints (Eqs. (11)–(14))
compose a combinatorial optimization form of the heterogeneous
CMTAP. Note that the objective function is in some sense to min-
imize the longest single path among all vehicles if the difference of
UAV speeds is not considered. It could be derived by the setting of
constant speed of the Dubins Car model.
3. Modiﬁed GA with multi-type genes
Genetic algorithm23 that imitates the way of survival of the ﬁt-
test is a stochastic and heuristic search method based on the
mechanics of natural selection and genetics. It creates an initial
population of solutions, and then selects the good ones to
evolve new generations of population iteratively until a best
solution is found or a termination condition is satisﬁed. There
are several basic functions and operators that make up a GA:
objective and ﬁtness functions, encoding of chromosomes, ini-
tialization, elitism, selection, crossover, and mutation. A sim-
ple ﬂow chart is illustrated in Fig. 1. GA has become a
powerful tool for solving combinatorial optimization problems
of high computational complexity. It can be used to search
good feasible solutions in a huge solution space, and converge
to a good solution which may not be the optimal one.
All feasible solutions, each of which is a task allocation
scheme in the topic of task assignment,17 are encoded as chro-
mosomes. In this section, we present a modiﬁed GA with mul-
ti-type genes to search the solution space of the heterogeneous
CMTAP. Firstly, the mirror representation of UAVs with lim-
ited resources is described to express the resource limitation of
heterogeneous UAVs; secondly, the detail of the modiﬁed GA
is presented; ﬁnally, some issues about time constraints are
discussed.
3.1. Mirror representation of UAVs
Mirror representation is a basic method for the heterogeneous
CMTAP with limited resources. It collects identical capabilityof a UAV team together and stores the team information that
will be used in the genetic operators introduced in Section 3.2.
We take the limited weapons onboard each vehicle for
example. As mentioned before, three types of vehicles and
two types of capabilities are considered. We collect all surveil-
lance capabilities in a surveillance set US, that is,
US ¼ Us1;Us2; . . . ;UsNvs ;Uc1;Uc2; . . . ;UcNvc
  ð15Þ
where Usi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Nvs) denote the surveillance vehicles,
and Uci ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Nvc) the combat vehicles. Since the surveil-
lance capability has no limitation, each vehicle in US could be
assigned surveillance tasks any time. The total number of
UAVs with surveillance capability, NS, is
Ns ¼ kUSk ¼ Nvs þNvc ð16Þ
The attack capability is also collected in an attack set Ua,
Ua ¼ Um1 ;Um2 ; . . . ;UmNvm ;Uc1;Uc2; . . . ;UcNvc
  ð17Þ
where Umi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Nvm) denote the munition vehicles.
However, onboard weapons are limited. In order to deal with
this constraint, we use mirrors of vehicles in Ua to represent the
limited resources. If the ith vehicle in Ua could perform attack
tasks nai times at most, the universal (mirror) attack set U
us
a in
which the ith vehicle is replaced with nai mirrors is
Uusa ¼ Um1;1;Um1;2; . . . ;Um1;na
1
; . . . ;Uti;1;U
t
i;2; . . . ;U
t
i;na
i
; . . . ;UcNvc ;1;
n
UcNvc ;2; . . . ;U
c
Nvc ;n
a
Nvc
o
ð18Þ
That is, the degree of mirror of the ith vehicle in Uusa is n
a
i ,
which represents the number of mirrors of the corresponding
UAV. Each mirror corresponds to a unit of weapon.
The total number of mirrors or weapon units, Nwa , and the
total number of UAVs with attack capability, Na, are
Nwa ¼ kUusa k ¼
XNv
i¼1
nai
Na ¼ kUak ¼ Nvm þNvc
8>><
>>:
ð19Þ
Fig. 2 Representation of multi-type genes (Nw= 36).
1242 Q. Deng et al.where we set 0 as the value of nai for a surveillance vehicle to
make the calculation easier.
Vehicles assigned attack tasks are selected from the univer-
sal attack set. We select a mirror to perform an attack task,
and then the chosen mirror should be subtracted from the uni-
versal set. After all attack tasks allocated, the unused mirrors
compose a new attack set, called the complement attack set
Ucsa , which is a subset of the universal set,
Ucsa ¼ ua 2 Uusa jua is unused
  ð20Þ
There are Nca ¼ Nwa Nta unused mirrors.
The mirror representation of vehicles plays an important
and basic role in the modiﬁed GA. It makes vehicles with
more remaining weapons have more chances to be selected
and makes us cope with the limited resource constraint
sophisticatedly.
Remark 1. It should be noted that the mirror representation
could be used in scenarios involving vehicles with more than
one type of limited resources, and in scenarios that some
attack tasks employ more than one unit of weapon. In this
paper, only one type of resource, i.e., weapon, is considered. In
addition, for simplicity, there is only one way to use weapons
and each attack uses one weapon unit.Fig. 3 Example genes (Nw= 36).3.2. Modiﬁed GA
Former GAs used in the CMTAP are essentially designed for
homogeneous UAVs. There is no difference between genes of
chromosome, so that they cannot process the speciﬁc require-
ment of tasks and the distinct features of heterogeneous vehi-
cles. Under the problem formulation previously described, we
modify the former GAs with genes of multiple types. The basic
idea is to encode chromosomes on the basis of task type, so that
the distinct features and requirements of tasks and some char-
acteristics of vehicles are expressed, and then to design genetic
operators including initialization, crossover, and mutation for
each type of genes. Meanwhile, attached to one chromosome,
necessary information of the UAV team (e.g., the complement
attack set) must be stored and updated. The mirror representa-
tion of vehicles is a basic tool to deal with the limited resource
constraint. As is known to all, every gene composing natural
chromosomes has a speciﬁc functionality. The genes of GA de-
ﬁned as follows get some similar properties.
3.2.1. Encoding
The encoding of chromosomes with multi-type genes is the
most critical part of the modiﬁed GA. A chromosome is en-
coded as a matrix with Nall genes, each of which is a column
of the matrix and represents designating a task of one target
to a UAV.17 A gene gets two parts: the ﬁrst part stands for tar-
get and task; the second part stands for UAV, capability, and
approaching angle. It is shown in Fig. 2.
Part 1 is about targets, and Part 2 about vehicles. The target
row is the target identiﬁer which is a number of the set
{1, 2, . . ., NTg}. The task row is the designated task. The num-
ber Ta of the task row is an indicator, which is 1 for classify,
1 for single attack, 2 for one of the double simultaneous at-
tacks, and 2 for verify. They do not have the same meanings
as k 2 {1, 2, 3} in Eq. (9). k is used to specify tasks in thedescription of the combinatorial optimization problem. Here,
we use the indicator Ta to specify types of genes more than
tasks. Genes with Ta< 0 are surveillance genes including clas-
sify genes and verify genes, and genes with Ta> 0 are attack
genes including single attack genes and double attack genes.
The chosen UAV from the set {1, 2, . . ., Nv} is placed in the
third row. The capability row shows the corresponding capa-
bility of the vehicle to perform the task. Ca= 1 represents
the capability of attack, and Ca= 1 stands for the surveil-
lance capability. Ta and Ca of a same gene must have a same
sign, i.e., the vehicle must have the right capability to perform
the task, or else the chosen vehicle may not be capable to per-
form the task, for the vehicle may not have the right capability.
The last row of the approaching angle / is the discretized
heading angle at which the vehicle approaches the target. It
should be selected from {0, 1, . . ., Nw  1} and the actual
approaching angle is w= 2p//Nw. Thus genes are assorted
into 2 types and 4 kinds according to what task a gene has.
Fig. 3 illustrates several examples of genes.
Nall genes compose a chromosome. As shown in Fig. 4, they
are arranged based on the target visitation order of each in-
volved UAV, which is similar to the scheme in Ref.9 where
the unique representation of each candidate in the solution
search space has been proved. Moreover, we develop a new
scheme by splitting a chromosome into two groups of sub-
chromosomes based on vehicles and targets respectively, and
then manipulating the chromosome and sub-chromosomes
sophisticatedly with the mirror representation of vehicles to
process the limited resource constraint.
In Fig. 4, n heterogeneous UAVs are allocated to perform
tasks. Their identiﬁers are ranked from small to large in the
vehicle row of chromosomes, that is
U1 < U2 <    < Un; n  Nv ð21Þ
Genes with a same identiﬁer Ui (i= 1, 2, . . ., n) in the chromo-
some are arranged according to the task execution order of the
corresponding UAV. If vehicle Ui is assigned hi tasks, there are
Fig. 4 Encoding of a chromosome and its sub-chromosomes.
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optimization graph and the conﬁguration of vehicle Ui to visit
target TUij (j= 1, 2, . . ., hi). After a solution is encoded, we get
a complement attack set. Note that each complement attack
set is attached to one chromosome. Distinct task assignments
(i.e., chromosomes) have distinct allocation schemes of vehi-
cles. Thus each chromosome has a speciﬁc complement attack
set. That is, not only the matrix but also the speciﬁc comple-
ment attack set, i.e., the team information, of the chromosome
is stored.
A chromosome could be split into n vehicle-based sub-chro-
mosomes naturally and uniquely. As presented in Section 2.1.
Target T 2 Tall has a task set MT ˝M= {C, A, V}. Solutions
should fulﬁll all task sets to make sure all tasks are assigned.
Hence, one chromosome can be split into NTg target-based
sub-chromosomes. Each target-based sub-chromosome corre-
sponds to a target. Genes of a same target-based sub-chromo-
some are ranked in the precedence order of tasks that is ﬁrstly
classiﬁcation task, secondly attack task, and ﬁnally verify task.
We treat pairs of double simultaneous attacks no difference in
precedence order, i.e., the double attack pair {Ad1, Ad2} is the
same as {Ad2, Ad1} from the precedence order perspective. The
precedence order of tasks is unique, and thus the arrangement
of genes in target-based sub-chromosomes is unique. Finally,we have chromosomes encoded and get two groups of sub-
chromosomes. These two groups have the relation of
Xn
i¼1
hi ¼
X
T2Tall
NmT ¼ Nall ð22Þ
A chromosome and its vehicle-based group are transformed
into each other straightforwardly and naturally according to
the encoding of chromosomes. Transforming a chromosome
or a vehicle-based group into its target-based group is straight-
forward too. However, transforming a target-based group into
its chromosome or vehicle-based group is not straightforward.
Some tips should be noted. Genes of a vehicle-based sub-chro-
mosome are arrayed in task execution order performed by the
corresponding vehicle. Therefore, each vehicle-based sub-chro-
mosome is actually the exact task sequence designated to the
corresponding UAV, and the induced path is a set of con-
nected traceable vehicle paths from the initial node to the ﬁnal
node. The target-based sub-chromosomes are constraints of
task precedence order on the target. This means that the vehi-
cle-based group corresponds to an allocation of multiple tasks
uniquely, while the target-based group represents the unique
time precedence constraint of multiple tasks on targets.
Remark 2. Note that the vehicle-based sub-chromosome is the
task sequence of a vehicle and chromosomes are encoded
based on all task sets of targets. Therefore, the ﬁrst constraint
in Eq. (11) of each task being performed exactly one time and
the second constraint in Eq. (12) of a connected path of each
UAV are naturally satisﬁed.3.2.2. Initialization
Initialization, crossover, and mutation are three core genetic
operators of the modiﬁed GA. The initialization operator is
to obtain the initial population, and the other two operators
are used to evolve the populations to get a best solution.
In former GAs that are essentially designed for homoge-
neous UAVs, an initial population is obtained by a stochastic
process. There is no difference between vehicles, and it’s
unnecessary to distinguish genes. Their initialization operators
are simple. The other two operators are straightforward and
unique similarly. However, some signiﬁcant changes appear
in the heterogeneous CMTAP. Different types of tasks need
different types of capabilities and resources. For a homoge-
neous team, each genetic operator is unique, since every vehicle
could perform any task on any target. However, for a hetero-
geneous team, there are differences in operational capabilities.
One UAV cannot perform all tasks anymore. Different tasks
and then genes must be treated specially. The operators are
not unique for heterogeneous UAVs. That is, each type of gene
needs a speciﬁc operator. Given all of this, we design a new
scheme of genetic operators to deal with the challenges of het-
erogeneous UAVs. The genetic operators are introduced as
follows.
The initialization operator is a much more complex sto-
chastic process than those of former GAs. The ﬂow chart is
shown in Fig. 5. There are three steps to get an initial
chromosome.
Step 1 For each task in the task set MT ˝M= fC; A; V g
of a target 8 T 2 T all, according to the task type, a
Fig. 5 Flow chart of initialization.
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ing a right UAV from the corresponding capability
set. That is, select a UAV from the surveillance set
to generate a surveillance gene, and select a UAV mir-
ror from the current complement attack set to gener-
ate an attack gene. After all tasks are exhausted, the
target-based group and the attached complement
attack set are obtained. The process detail is stated
as pseudo code in Fig. 6.
Step 2 Transform the target-based group to a vehicle-based
group. Genes with a same UAV identiﬁer are col-
lected in one matrix which is indeed an original vehi-
cle-based sub-chromosome. Then randomly change
the order of columns of the matrix. That is, randomly
change the task execution order of the corresponding
vehicle. After all genes are collected, a vehicle-based
group that represents a unique mission assignment
is obtained.Fig. 6 Process detail of the ﬁrst step of the initialization operator
with three speciﬁc operations.Step 3 Merge the vehicle-based group into a chromosome,
and attach the complement attack set obtained in
Step 1 to the chromosome.
Step 1 is the most important part in the initialization oper-
ator. The speciﬁc requirements of tasks are treated respec-
tively, so that a right assignment that allocates UAVs with
right capabilities and enough resources to perform correspond-
ing tasks is generated. However, as the target-based group
doesn’t correspond with an assignment uniquely, it must be
transformed to vehicle-based sub-chromosomes. By the opera-
tions in Step 2, a vehicle-based group is obtained and the diver-
sity of chromosomes is ensured by randomly changing the task
execution order. Then, the vehicle-based sub-chromosomes are
transformed to a chromosome straightforwardly. Note that
the transformation between the two groups is a random pro-
cess of which the purpose is to get an initial chromosome
stochastically.
Run the initialization operator Np times. We get the gener-
ation of initial population with Np initial chromosomes.
The objective and ﬁtness functions, selection, and elitism
are as follows: given a chromosome, the objective function is
the execution time that the mission takes to be accomplished,
i.e., the cost function given in Eq. (9), taking four constraints
(Eqs. (11)–(14)) into account. The ﬁtness and selection used in
Ref.18 are adopted. The ﬁtness of a chromosome in each gen-
eration is assigned linearly a value ranked between 0 and 1.
The best solution with the minimal objective value is assigned
a value of 1, while the worst one with the maximal objective
achieves a value of 0. For example, if a generation has 11 chro-
mosomes, a linear ranking of {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . ., 1} would be as-
signed. We use the roulette wheel method to probabilistically
choose chromosomes from a generation. The ﬁtness values
of chromosomes in a generation are added up to a positive
number nsum. Then chromosomes are mapped into contiguous
intervals in the range [0, nsum]. The ﬁtness value of a chromo-
some is set as the size of each interval, and a random number
in [0, nsum] is generated. We select the chromosome, of which
the corresponding segment contains the number, to propagate
an offspring.
Ng generations of population are reproduced iteratively.
The cost of each chromosome in all generations must be eval-
uated. Then the best Ne chromosomes are propagated to the
next generation. This process is the elitism. Meanwhile, the
other NpNe chromosomes of reproductive generations must
be generated by the reproductive operators, i.e., the crossover
and mutation operators.3.2.3. Crossover
In the process of crossover, two parent chromosomes are se-
lected probabilistically from the current generation via the rou-
lette wheel method based on their ﬁtness to create a pair of
child chromosomes. The single site crossover method is used.
In a generation of offspring population, Ncr < NpNe off-
spring chromosomes are created by the crossover operator.
The main process of crossover is stated in Fig. 7. Similar to
the initialization operator, there are three speciﬁc operations
according to the task type.
A simple example crossover process of double attack genes
is illustrated in Fig. 8. Two small tips are used in the program.
Firstly, Parent 1 is extended with a row of sort numbers of
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to make genes of different vehicle-based sub-chromosomes
have an equivalent opportunity to be reproduced and genes
could be re-ranked in the order of the original Parent 1 at last.
After these pretreatments, a crossover site 5 is randomly se-
lected. The previous 4 genes of the disrupted parent are copied
to the generated offspring. Then, considering that the UAVs of
the double attack genes are U2 and U3, the vehicle of the se-
lected gene cannot be any of them. Moreover, the capability
of the selected gene must belong to the complement attack
set Ucsa of Parent 1. Hence, a gene of Parent 2 is selected to re-
place that of Parent 1. Finally, the disrupted offspring should
be reordered and then be deleted from the sort number row.
With the updated complement attack set Ucsa , we get a new
offspring.
The core part of the crossover operator is the operations of
selecting a right vehicle to perform a corresponding task and
keeping on satisfying the limited resource condition. With
the method as described above, right vehicles are chosen while
the resource constraints are satisﬁed. A similar mechanism is
used in the mutation operator.Fig. 7 Main process of the crossover operator with three speciﬁc
operations.3.2.4. Mutation
The mutation operator changes one or more gene values in a
chromosome to get a new offspring. It is an important mech-
anism of GA to avoid the solution sinking into a local mini-
mum. The mutation site of a chromosome is randomly
selected. There are three alternative ways9 of mutation in our
study: (1) mutating the UAV allocation; (2) exchanging two
genes of a vehicle-based sub-chromosome; (3) mutating a
gene’s heading angle.
Most work should be devoted to the ﬁrst way. Similar to the
crossover operator, there are three styles of the ﬁrst mutation:
(1) for a surveillance gene, a new and different UAV is selected
from the surveillance set US vehiclenew 2 USnvehicleold, to re-
place the vehicle of the gene, while US has no change; (2) for a
single attack gene, the mirror of a different UAV is selected
from the complement attack set of the chromosome, vehiclenew
2 Ucsa n vehicleold, while the replaced mirror used in the gene
must go to the place of the chosen mirror in the complement
set and update Ucsa , i.e., the new mirror exchanges place with
the old one; (3) for a double attack gene, it’s similar to that of
(2), except that the selected attackmirror must be different from
the two vehicles vehicle1old and vehicle
2
old that perform the pair of
double attack tasks, vehiclenew 2 Ucsa n fvehicle1old; vehicle2oldg.
The second way of mutation alters the order of task se-
quence of a vehicle. Consequently, the time information of
the chromosome would be changed. The third way of mutation
of heading angles is to replace the old angle with a new angle
randomly selected in a set so that /new 2 f0; 1; . . . ;
Nw  1gn{/old}.
The three ways of mutation could be applied on one chro-
mosome alone or together. Nm = Np  Ne  Ncr offspring
chromosomes of an offspring generation are reproduced by
the mutation operator.
Remark 3. The three operators are designed speciﬁcally for the
heterogeneous CMTAP to cope with the heterogeneity of both
targets and UAVs, and keep on satisfying the limited resource
constraints of Eq. (14). In the processes of initialization,
crossover, and mutation, suitable UAVs are always selected toperform tasks, and using mirror representation enables us to
store the information of the UAV team and guarantee that
every solution is a feasible employment of the limited
resources.3.3. Deadlock and path elongation
The time constraints in Eq. (13) are very important for the het-
erogeneous CMTAP as well. To satisfy the constraints, a spe-
cial problem called deadlock should be noted, and the
calculated paths might have to be coordinated.
Deadlock9 is a situation in which two or more processes
are waiting for each other to ﬁnish, and thus fall into
inﬁnite wait. If a chromosome encodes deadlock, some en-
coded UAVs would never ﬁnish their assigned tasks, and thus
the chromosome would be infeasible. An example chromo-
some is presented in Fig. 9. We set Nw= 36, MT1= {C, A},
Fig. 8 Example crossover process of double attack genes.
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placed by alphabets.
As shown in Fig. 9, before task V of target T3 is executed by
vehicle U1, T3 should be attacked by vehicle U2. However, U2
must ﬁrstly verify the damage of target T2, so it needs to wait
for vehicle U3 ﬁnishing attacking target T1, but T1 must be
classiﬁed by U1 ﬁrst. Hence, all vehicles are waiting and none
of them can perform the next task.
It’s impossible to avoid chromosomes that encode dead-
lock, so we have to develop a graph-based method to check
whether a chromosome encodes deadlock. A directed
graph, called task precedence graph (TPG), of a chromo-
some is constructed and analyzed for detecting deadlocks.
If a TPG is not acyclic, the corresponding chromosome is
deadlocked. Then chromosomes encoding deadlocks are
modiﬁed and unlocked via a kind of transposing opera-
tions. In addition, the topological sort of genes is used in
the path elongation of vehicles, which makes this process
much more straightforward. Thus, deadlock free solutions
are obtained through changing genes’ orders of UAV
sub-chromosomes without changing genes’ assignments of
targets and vehicles.
As mentioned above, the Dubins Car model is used for mo-
tion planning. It’s been proved that the shortest feasible path
between two nodes is a combination of arcs with the minimum
turning radius qmin and straight lines. We follow the same
notations used in Ref.6 where ‘‘C’’ represents a circular arc
and ‘‘L’’ represents a straight line tangent to C, and focus on
the CLC and CC paths.6 If a task is calculated earlier than
the previous task on the same target, or if the UAVs of simul-
taneous tasks approach the target one after the other, the cal-
culated Dubins path should be adjusted. The purpose can be
achieved in two ways6: (1) by lengthening the Dubins paths
for constant-speed UAVs, or (2) by producing paths of vari-
able speeds. Here, the ﬁrst way of the path elongation tech-
nique is considered.The path elongation method used here is developed from
the work of Refs.6,9. The method is based on appending addi-
tional maneuvers which are busy-wait circles at the current
node of vehicles or additional maneuvers of intermediary
points. For non-simultaneous tasks, the UAV to be delayed
is obliged to perform circular ﬂight with the minimum turning
radius. Note that simultaneous tasks are considered, more
manipulates must be carried out. For simultaneous tasks that
the UAV’s path must be lengthened equal to or more than the
perimeter of the minimum turning circle, appending busy-wait
circles with a turning radius 2 [qmin, 2qmin) at the current node
of the vehicle is operated; otherwise, an intermediary point
that the UAV must ﬂy around with the minimum turning ra-
dius before approaching the target is simply generated and exe-
cuted by the UAV. Finally, a desired target approaching
distance (‘‘stand-off’’)5,7,24 qoff that all assigned vehicles must
approach the target from is set for all targets.
4. Simulation results
The modiﬁed GA with the methodology of multi-type genes
has been implemented in our simulations of the heterogeneous
CMTAP with limited resources. The area of interest where the
positions of UAVs and targets are selected is a square of
5000 · 5000 m2. In Section 4.1, a sample scenario is illustrated.
Then a Monte Carlo study is presented for comparing the per-
formance of the modiﬁed GA to the random search method
and another stochastic heuristic optimization method called
particle swarm optimization (PSO). The heterogeneity of both
operational capabilities and kinematic constraints, and the
constraints of limited resources are considered.
In comparison, the initial solution generations of the other
two methods are generated similarly to the modiﬁed GA’s
initialization. Then the random search method updates its
populations similarly to the initialization operator and holds
the elitism similarly to the elitism process of the modiﬁed
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method.
As a heuristic, the PSO25–27 has its own evolution strategy.
It simulates swarm intelligence of bird ﬂocks to iteratively im-
prove candidate solutions, i.e., particles or chromosomes, over
particles’ positions and velocities. Every particle is inﬂuenced
by its local best known position and moves toward global best
positions updated over all particles’ trajectories. In this simu-
lation, a form of the PSO is slightly adjusted from the work
of Ref.28. The alteration is mainly laid on the solution encod-
ing. Particles are encoded as matrices similar to those of the
modiﬁed GA.
The algorithms are coded in MATLAB.
4.1. Sample run
The sample scenario involves 5 heterogeneous UAVs and 3
targets. All tasks in M are required for 3 targets including
one target needing double simultaneous attacks. The UAV
types, speeds, and minimum turning radii are given in Table 2.
The simulation parameters are as follows: Np = 200,
Ng = 100, Ne = 2, Ncr = 132, Nm = 66, Nw= 36, qoff =
200 m. We set all tasks to have a known and ﬁxed task execu-
tion time of 5 s which is from the time of a UAV approaching a
target for performing a task to the time of the task being ﬁn-
ished and the vehicle leaving for the next target. To be intui-
tive, the result trajectory of a sample run is illustrated in
Fig. 10.
As shown in Fig. 10, Target 1 is prosecuted by combat
UAV 2; Target 2 is prosecuted by UAV 3 and UAV 4, where
there is one busy-wait circle on munition UAV 3 before it ap-
proaches the target; Target 3 is prosecuted by UAV 1 and
UAV 5. In order to make two vehicles simultaneously arrive
at Target 3 to perform simultaneous attack tasks, an interme-
diary point is generated for UAV 1 to lengthen its path as
shown in the ﬁgure. The cost time of the whole mission is
98.0 s. Note that the obtained solution must have a few or
no appending maneuvers.
4.2. Monte Carlo simulations
Two problems of different sizes are examined in the Monte
Carlo study. The UAVs’ initial conﬁgurations and the posi-
tions of targets are set as randomly chosen parameters. The
performances of the modiﬁed GA and the other two methods,
i.e., the random search method and the PSO, are compared in
two scenarios. The small-scale scenario consists of 5 UAVs on
3 targets just like the one in the sample run. The large-scale
scenario involves 15 heterogeneous UAVs and 10 targets.
There are 5 combat UAVs, 5 surveillance UAVs, and 5 muni-
tion UAVs. Each combat vehicle can execute attack task 3
times at most, and each of munition UAVs 5 times. TheFig. 9 Example chromosome with deadlock.minimum turning radii and speeds of UAVs are randomly se-
lected from qumin 2 ½150; 300 m, vu 2 [50, 100] m/s. All tasks
from the complete task set M are required to be performed
on each target. Three of ten targets need double simultaneous
attacks. To enable the comparison, 4 Monte Carlo simulation
cases, each of which consists of 120 or 60 runs, are performed.
Some simulation parameters are stated in Table 3.
Figs. 11–14 present the average convergence performances
of the three methods. The comparison parameters and method
are based on Refs.5,9. The ratio E is a measure of convergence
performance: the smaller, the better; Jk is the cost of the best
individual of the k generation and J0 is the cost of the best indi-
vidual in an initial population. The average ratio of each case
is illustrated in the corresponding ﬁgure.
It’s apparent that the modiﬁed GA is more effective
than the random search method. For each separate problem,
as the population size or the number of generations increases,
the performances of both methods get better and the perfor-
mance gap between the two methods becomes a little larger
as well. It could be explained that, while the population size
and the number of generations increase, both stochastic
methods search more solutions and have more chances to ﬁnd
better solutions, and because of the reproductive operators, the
solution population of the heuristic algorithm, GA, evolves
much better than that of the pure random search method.
Note that the mission cost time of the large-scale scenarios is
longer than that of the small-scale scenarios, and the solution
space of the small problems is much smaller than that of the
large ones. The random process gets much more opportunities
to generate a better solution in simulations of the small ones.
Therefore, due to the NP-hard property, the GA should be
more effective for large-scale problems.
As a heuristic, the PSO should have a close or better perfor-
mance than the GA, and could be a reference to our study.
However, in almost all 4 simulation cases, it is not only worse
than the GA, but also worse than the random search. In the
large-scale problems, it becomes a bad method. That is far
from what we expected.
We found that in simulation cases of the PSO, about 13700
in 20000 candidate solutions and 103000 in 150000 for the
small cases are infeasible, while about 19870 in 20000 and
149600 in 150000 for the large cases are infeasible. That is,
about 2/3 of all candidate solutions in the small-scale problems
and more than 99% in the large ones are infeasible. It must be
the cause.
In this work, the heterogeneous CMTAP is studied. Heter-
ogeneous UAVs with limited onboard resources are assigned
to perform tasks on targets which might need simultaneous at-
tacks. While particles are moving, they might get infeasible
positions. A variety of situations would make a position infea-
sible, such as selecting surveillance UAVs to perform attack
tasks, selecting munition UAVs to perform surveillance tasks,Table 2 UAV types, speeds, and minimum turning radii in the
sample scenario.
Parameter UAV 1 UAV 2 UAV 3 UAV 4 UAV 5
Type c c m s c
Speed (m/s) 70 80 70 90 60
Radius (m) 200 250 200 300 180
Fig. 10 Trajectory of the sample run (cost time is 98.0 s).
Table 3 GA simulation parameters of 4 Monte Carlo
simulation cases.
Problem Np Ng Ne Ncr Nm Run
Small scale (5 UAVs on 3 targets) 200 100 2 132 66 120
500 300 2 330 168 60
Large scale (15 UAVs on 10 targets) 200 100 2 132 66 120
500 300 2 330 168 60
Fig. 12 Average convergence performance (mean of 60 runs:
500 · 300, small-scale scenario).
Fig. 13 Average convergence performance (mean of 120 runs:
200 · 100, large-scale scenario).
Fig. 11 Average convergence performance (mean of 120 runs:
200 · 100, small-scale scenario).
Fig. 14 Average convergence performance (mean of 60 runs:
500 · 300, large-scale scenario).
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weapons, and designating only one UAV to perform simulta-
neous tasks. Indeed, UAVs are not ‘‘selected’’. They are just
laid on when particles are moving.
The particle random movement of the PSO allows existing
of infeasible positions. The feasibility of candidate solutions
cannot be always kept when particles are moving. The problem
is that, in the heterogeneous CMTAP, there are so many infea-
sible candidates that the PSO loses its advantages.
Due to the mirror representation of UAVs and genetic
operators, right vehicles with the corresponding capabilities
and enough resources are always selected to reproduce solu-
tions in the modiﬁed GA. Hence, chromosomes are always fea-
sible. It could be said that the performance of the PSO reﬂects
the effectiveness of our methodology from another aspect.
In order to get more performance information of the two
heuristics, 6 groups, each of which consists of 20 runs, areimplemented. They are on two ﬁxed scenarios: one small sce-
nario that is the same as the sample run and one large scenario
which settings are the same as those of the previous large sce-
nario but with ﬁxed initial conﬁgurations of UAVs and posi-
tions of targets. The swarm sizes and the numbers of
iterations of the PSO are as follows: 500 · 1000 for the small
scenario; 1000 · 5000 for the large scenario. Those of the mod-
iﬁed GA are the same as the ones in the previous Monte Carlo
study.
The objectives of all runs are used to compare the two
methods. They are illustrated in Fig. 15. In Fig. 15, the
improvement of the modiﬁed GA’s performance is obvious
Fig. 15 The best solutions’ objectives of the modiﬁed GA and the PSO in ﬁxed runs.
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The mean objective of the PSO is between those of the two
small GA cases, but the mean objective of the PSO is much
worse than both of the large GA cases. Runs of the 6 simula-
tion groups mainly keep this comparison.
Just like the previous simulations, in these runs of the PSO,
about 2/3 of solutions of the small scenario are infeasible, and
99.9% of reproductive solutions are infeasible in the large
runs. As the search space of the small scenario is much smaller
than that of the large one, it is much easier to move over fea-
sible positions in the small problems for the PSO. The perfor-
mance in these runs further reﬂects the effectiveness of our
methodology.
Note that as particles in small runs of the PSO move
over enough feasible positions, the performance could ﬁnal-
ly be compared to the modiﬁed GA. However, the large
runs are not so fortunate. Due to the huge search space,
it is very hard and consumptive to get enough feasible
candidates.
5. Conclusions
(1) A heterogeneous cooperative multiple task assignment
problem of assigning multiple UAVs with different oper-
ational capabilities, different kinematic characteristics,
and limited resources onboard to cooperatively perform
multiple consecutive tasks on multiple targets is devel-
oped and studied in this paper. The objective is to min-
imize the total cost time of a mission.
(2) A methodology of multi-type genes is stated to modify
the genetic algorithm for processing speciﬁc demands
of tasks and heterogeneity of UAVs. Meanwhile, a
method of mirror representation of UAVs is presented
to deal with the limited resource condition of UAVs.
With this strategy, genetic operators, including initiali-
zation, crossover, and mutation, are redesigned specially
for gene types.
(3) The performance of the modiﬁed GA is compared to the
random search method and the particle swarm optimiza-
tion in simulations. The feasibility and effectiveness of
the modiﬁed algorithm are examined. It’s shown that
the algorithm captures the features of targets and UAVs,
and deals with the problem effectively.References
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